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Abstract. Interfacial friction is a key aspect to understanding and
modelling dynamic processes in which materials interact. However, friction
is a complex phenomenon that depends on a multitude of factors, including
sliding velocity. Understanding how friction behavior changes as a function
of sliding rate is thus crucial for accurately simulating dynamic processes.
Recent literature has shown that the split-Hopkinson pressure bar can be
adapted for friction measurements associated with high sliding rates. The
present work introduces an insert designed to be transferrable between a
quasi-static load frame and a compression split-Hopkinson bar, enabling
friction measurements across a wide range of sliding velocities (10-4 – 20
m/s). Here, the split-Hopkinson pressure bar setup is modelled using a multiphysics research code (FLAG), developed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL), to identify and reduce potential issues in the
configuration prior to experimental implementation.

1 Introduction
Interfacial friction significantly affects the behavior of dynamic systems in which materials
interact. Friction is a complex phenomenon that can be a function of numerous parameters,
including sliding velocity. Thus, to accurately model dynamic processes that occur at a range
of rates, friction behavior must be understood over a multitude of sliding velocity regimes.
The split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) is an experimental apparatus that allows for the
measurement of material properties at relatively high strain rates, ranging from 102 – 104 s-1
[1], [2]. Conventionally, the SHPB is used to measure material properties through direct, high
rate compression. However, several adaptations of the SHPB have been designed to allow
for the measurement of dynamic friction at relatively high sliding rates. This is typically
achieved by replacing the traditional sample with a fixture that translates the strain pulse
(compression, torsion, or tension) into sliding between two interfaces. The force measured in
the transmitted bar is assumed to be solely associated with the friction force between the two
sliding interfaces. The friction coefficient is then calculated from the measured friction force
and known applied normal force.
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Torsion SHPBs have been utilized in numerous studies to measure dynamic friction [3]–
[8], where sliding occurs between two nested tubular specimens that are placed between the
incident and transmitted bars. Philippon [9] and others [10]–[14] coupled a gas gun and
dynamometer ring to measure dynamic friction. Here, the gas gun is used to transfer a
compressive force directly to a mobile specimen and the normal force is monitored using a
dynamometer ring. Both Durand et al [15] and Bragov et al [16] used a compression SHPB
to measure the friction between two nested cylindrical samples. More recently, Sanborn et al
[17], [18] developed an experimental setup in which friction was measured utilizing a SHPB
in tension.
The present work introduces a new insert designed to be transferrable between a quasistatic load frame and a compression split-Hopkinson bar, enabling friction measurements
across a wide range of sliding velocities (10-4 – 20 m/s). The experimental setup is modelled
here using FLAG, a multi-physics research code developed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory [19], [20]. FLAG is an explicit, finite-volume, staggered-grid, Arbitrary
Lagrangian/Eulerian multi-physics code suitable for modeling solid material phenomena
across a wide range of strain rates [21]. This work uses purely Lagrangian hydrodynamics
with a general contact-surface algorithm that includes frictional forces on the sample
interface [22]. Through modelling, this work strives to identify and reduce any potential
issues inherent to the experimental design prior to experimental implementation. The model
establishes a framework to rapidly explore alterations in the fixture design. In the future, the
model developed here will be validated through experimental tests.

2 Procedures
A schematic of the experimental friction fixture design is shown in Figure 1, in which the
general concept is modelled after a tensile configuration presented by Sanborn et al [17],
[18]. The left side of the assembly is displaced through an applied load (quasi-static), or the
propagation of an elastic wave (SHPB), and results in sliding between materials 1 and 2.
Normal force is applied via set screws and is monitored by a piezo film sensor located
between the backing platen and specimen.
Screw for FNormal
Material 1
Platen
Material 2
Piezo gauge
Elastic Wave (Kolsky)

Kolsky Transmitted Bar/
Quasi-Static Platen

⌀ 19 mm

Kolsky Incident Bar/
Quasi-Static Platen
Load (Quasi-Static)

25 mm

Fig. 1. Illustration of experimental friction fixture design to be incorporated into a compression SHPB.

The present work simulates the behavior of the experimental friction assembly within a
full SHPB configuration. Figure 2 illustrates the simulation setup, in which the interaction
between the striker, incident bar, friction fixture, and transmitted bar are modelled. The
friction assembly is simplified compared to the intended experimental design (Figure 1) by
neglecting the presence of the set screw, platen, and piezo sensor. The simulations presented
here assume 2-D axisymmetry, as it provides the best balance of computational cost and
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model fidelity. Although the experimental loading configuration is planar, axisymmetry is
assumed to more accurately capture wave speeds in 2-D. Given the axisymmetric nature of
the simulations, the contact area between the two materials will differ between the
experimental configuration and the model, but is normalized during the analysis process. A
pressure boundary condition is applied to the outer surface of the housing sample (green) to
simulate normal force applied through the set screw. Friction is implemented at the interface
between the housing and rod samples (green and orange, respectively) using a classical
coulomb friction model. For all simulations, the static and kinetic friction coefficients are
equal. Table 1 provides additional geometry and material information relevant to the
simulations.
Velocity, pressure, displacement, and density are collected using tracers positioned at the
mid-length of the incident and transmitted bars. Strain is calculated based on displacement,
where two tracers are placed at the mid-length of each bar and separated by some relatively
small distance (𝑙). Here, the tracers are 1 mm apart, and the midpoint between the tracers
correspond to likely locations of experimental strain gauges (see Table 1). The change in the
distance between the two tracers relative to the original distance is translated into strain by
∆"
𝑒= "
(1)
!

Friction force is calculated from the transmitted strain wave via
𝐹#$%&'%() = 𝐴$(* 𝐸𝜀'
(2)
where 𝐴$(* is the cross-sectional area of the transmitted rod, 𝐸 is the elastic modulus of the
rod material, and 𝜀' is the transmitted strain. The coefficient of friction is then calculated
knowing
+
µ = +"#$%&$'(
(3)
('#)*+

where 𝐹#$%&'%() is the friction force derived from Equation 2 and 𝐹)($,-. is the normal force
applied through the pressure boundary condition. The normal force is calculated from the
known contact area and applied pressure.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of FLAG simulation setup highlighting key boundaries and interfaces.
Table 1. Simulation Parameters
Incident/Transmitted Bar Material

350 Maraging Steel

Friction Fixture Material

350 Maraging Steel

Sample Material

Al 6061-T6

Striker Length (mm)

150
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Striker Velocity (m/s)

15

Incident/Transmitted Bar Length (mm)

762

Incident/Transmitted Bar Diameter (mm)

19.05

Midpoint Location of Tracers Used for Strain
Calculation (mm)

381

Normal Pressure (MPa)

25 – 125 MPa

3 Results
Preliminary studies were conducted assuming two different rod/sample boundary conditions:
free and fixed. The free condition allows unconstrained movement of the sample in the xdirection within the rod slot. In contrast, the fixed condition stitches the rod and sample
together, effectively limiting movement in the x-direction at the rod/sample interface. These
conditions were designed to reflect two possible experimental configurations in which the
sample could be bonded to the rod or allowed to move independently. Simulations were run
over a range of prescribed friction coefficients (0.1 to 1) and normal pressures (25 – 100
MPa). Figure 3 depicts the simulation results for the free and fixed conditions assuming a
static and kinetic friction coefficient of 0.6. The sample response is significantly affected by
the boundary condition at the rod/sample interface, where the free condition results in
minimal sliding at the friction interface and significant sample deformation. Conversely, the
fixed condition primarily exhibits sliding at the friction interface and shows little to no sample
deformation. Thus, affixing the sample to the rod encourages sliding at the friction interface,
a pivotal aspect of the intended fixture design. By simulating the system, it is evident that
bonding the sample and rod together is necessary to achieve the desired results, and will thus
be adopted for future experiments (and all subsequently presented simulations).
Free

(a)

Fixed

(b)

Stitched boundary

Fig. 3. Sample behaviour associated with a (a) free and (b) fixed sample/rod interface for friction
conditions µk = µs = 0.6 and a normal applied pressure of 100 MPa. The illustrated pressure scale is
represented in MBar.

Figure 4(a) shows an example of the strain results assuming a normal pressure of 100
MPa and a friction coefficient of 1. The recorded incident, reflected, and transmitted strain
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waves are qualitatively similar to what would be expected for a traditional compression
SHPB. In this case, rather than using the strain wave response to deduce stress-strain behavior
of a compression sample, the transmitted wave behavior is utilized to infer friction conditions
at the probed friction interface. Using Equations 2 and 3, the transmitted strain is converted
into friction coefficient to produce Figure 4(b). The friction coefficient peak oscillates about
a value close to the friction coefficient dictated at the interface, 1.
Figure 5(a) displays the average friction coefficient results associated with a normal
pressure of 100 MPa. Here, friction coefficient derived from the transmitted strain is shown
as a function of the friction value set at the interface. Friction coefficients were quantified by
averaging the values at the plateau of the friction coefficient peak (Figure 4(b)), and error
was calculated as one standard deviation of the averaged values. Ideally, the friction
coefficient derived from the transmitted pulse would correlate to the friction coefficient
dictated at the friction interface. Compared to an idealized 1:1 linear relationship, there is
some deviation between the calculated and set friction coefficients shown in Figure 5(a),
although the overall agreement is good.
!! = !" = 1
P = 100 MPa

!! = !" = 1
P = 100 MPa

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Simulation strain results for friction conditions µk = µs = 1 and a normal applied pressure of
100 MPa. (b) Corresponding friction coefficient calculated from the transmitted strain in (a).

Figure 5(b) shows the effect of varying applied normal pressure on the relationship
between the set and detected friction coefficients. Below a set friction coefficient of 0.6, the
results are close to the idealized 1:1 relationship and show little variation as a function of
applied pressure. According to classical laws of friction, the friction coefficient is
independent of applied load, and some experimental studies have found this to be true [23].
Others [23]–[25] have reported systematic variations in friction coefficient as a function of
normal force, although this behavior is attributed to mechanisms and phenomena that are not
included in the present model. Thus, varying normal pressure is anticipated to produce
consistent friction behavior in the present simulations, as is observed below a set friction
coefficient of 0.6. Above 0.6, lower normal pressures exhibit a significant deviation from the
1:1 idealized behavior, and substantial discrepancies are observed across the explored normal
pressures. The source of this behavior is not currently known, although may be associated
with finite deformation effects or other issues with the model. Experimental tests are
presently being pursued to compare to the simulated results prior to developing the model
further.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Comparison of the friction coefficient dictated at the slide interface (slideline) and the average
friction coefficient calculated from the resulting transmitted strain for (a) a normal pressure of 100
MPa and (b) normal pressures ranging from 25 to 125 MPa. Error is associated with one standard
deviation of the averaged values and the dotted line represents a 1:1 linear relationship.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
A new experimental configuration for measuring dynamic friction using a compression
SHPB was modelled with a multi-physics code, FLAG. The simulations revealed the need
for a key design change in order to promote sample sliding at the friction interface. Without
bonding the inner sample to the rod fixture, the majority of sliding occurs at the
sample/fixture interface rather than the sample/sample interface of interest. This can be
mitigated by affixing the inner sample to the rod fixture, thus promoting sliding between the
two samples. Sliding between samples was achieved in the simulations by stitching the
sample/rod interface together, and will be mimicked in the experimental setup by bonding
the inner sample to the rod fixture.
The strain and friction coefficient results offer a promising working model that is
particularly valuable for friction coefficients up to 0.6. The developed model can be used to
rapidly prototype various fixture configurations prior to experimental implementation, as was
demonstrated through the exploration of the fixed vs free rod/sample interface conditions.
The behavior observed above a friction coefficient of 0.6 warrants further study and presents
an opportunity to refine the established model. Future work will involve validating the model
against experimental friction measurements.
This work was conducted under the guidance of the US Department of Energy and was supported by
Laboratory Directed Research and Development at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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